
Appendix A 
User information table for model selection (provided by XuZhou FengHe Slewing Bearing Co., Ltd.) 
 

Application Situation (host 

name and model) 

Shaft direction 

Horizontal□Vertical □ 

Installation method: 

Seat type□Suspended type□ 

Tooth form: 
External tooth□ 
Internal tooth □ 
Toothless□ 

Unlimited□ 

Use: Only for position □ 
Intermittent rotation□ 
Continuous rotation □ 

Rotational  speed 
(rpm) 
Normal : 
Max : 

Rated service life (hour): 

 
        

Load situation  
 
 

Loads property 
 

A B C 

Max working load 

Max text load 
 
Example: test with  
25% 

Catastrophic load 
 
 ( Off state) 

Axial load parallel to the rotating 
axle 

   

Radial load vertical to the rotating 
axle 
 
 (Meshing force is not included) 

   

Moment cased by axial load    
Moment cased by radial load    
Totalmoment    

Driving torsion received by the slewing bearing (KN ▪ m):     Normal:       Max: 
Quantity of the driving 
pinions: 

Gear parameters(not fill for toothless model): Modulus; Tooth number; Pressure angle; Addendum coefficient: 



Requirement of model and size of the slewing bearing 
 
Model of slewing bearing(if it can be written out): 
 
Series of slewing bearing (if it can be confirmed):Four point angle contact single-row ball type 01※□ 
Single-row cross roller type 11※□ 
 
Double-row different diameter ball type 02※□ Tree-row roller type 13※□ No limitation※□ 
 
Outline dimension requirement: outer diameter:    mm or unlimited□ ; Internal diameter:    mm or unlimited□ ; 
Overall height:    mm or unlimited □ 

 

Special Instructions: 
 
Driving way: Driven by motor□; Driven by manpower□ 

Temperature required for use : normal(-20℃~60℃) □；Under high temperature (higher than 60℃) □; At low 

temperature (lower than -20℃) □ 

Precision required: 
Requirement for spigot meshing:  
Yes□Specific requirement; 

No □； 

Quenched tooth surface or not? Yes □No□ 
Other special requirements: (e.g. inspection or authentication requirement, material requirement etc.) 
User’s signature: Date: 
Dear customers: In order to give you better service and provide you with economical and slewing bearings fast and 
accurately, please fill in the information table carefully, and contact the Technology department of our company in 
time if you have any question. 
 

 


